Behavioral determination of refractory periods of the brainstem substrates of self-stimulation.
The objective of this study was to estimate the refractory periods of the brainstem neurons responsible for self-stimulation behavior in the rat. In a first experiment, we tested the robustness of the double pulse technique used to estimate the refractory periods of reward-relevant neurons. We obtained estimates of the relative T-pulse effectiveness at a wide range of stimulation frequencies. The results of this experiment suggest that the refractory period estimates obtained with the behavioral version of the double pulse technique are not dependent on the arbitrary choice of the stimulation frequency. However, the use of stimulation frequencies higher than 100 Hz should preferably be avoided. In a second experiment, we applied the double pulse technique using C-pulse intensity higher than T-pulse intensity to estimate the refractory periods of the brainstem reward-relevant neurons. Using moveable electrodes, we tested 9 metencephalic and 7 mesencephalic sites in 4 animals. In the metencephalon, the most excitable reward-relevant neurons have absolute refractory periods of less than 0.6 and 0.8 ms and have a supernormal period that occurs at least between 5 and 10 ms after the initial excitation. The mesencephalic reward-relevant neurons were found to have more heterogeneous physiological characteristics. The most excitable cells in the mesencephalon have absolute refractory periods of less than 0.4 ms and have a supernormal period occurring as soon as 2.4 ms after the initial excitation. At some mesencephalic sites, we observed first an abrupt initial recovery followed by a plateau, followed by a renewed and continuous recovery, a pattern that was never observed in the metencephalon. The hypothesis of the contribution of two distinct sub-populations of reward-relevant neurons is proposed and the implication of monoaminergic pathways in reward is discussed.